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NOT SOBAD, AFTER ALL
Con Creighton had got himself into
a scrape, and, man-like, had no very
definite idea how he was to get out of
it.
Last Winter, in a flush of enthusiasm
he had rewarded Emily Cumming’s
seraphic smiles by an offer of his hand
and fortune, and she, having been for
months an earnest competitor, accepted
the prize with a show of tenderness
that was perfect in its way.
She was a belle and a beauty,1but to
give the poor fellow his due, he was
not very much in love himself, and had
moreover, a faint fleeting notion that
his £100,000 had more to do with her
acceptance than any purely personal
merit of his own.
However the marriage in all human
probability would have taken place,and
my little love story been entirely nip
ped in the bud, had it not been for the
grim hand of fate, which beckoned the
unfortunate Con to a little watering
place, on a fishing excursion ostensibly
but in reality to fall in love with pretty
little Mable Gordon.
He met her at some village gathering
and it being a fixed principle of his to
attach himself to the prettiest girl in
the room, he in the present case adher
ed to his purpose with a rigidity which
would have been extremely amusing
only that it soon became serious, fbr
after two or three meetings had follow-"
ed the rustic soiree, Master Con was
fairly infatuated, and innocent Mable
began to think that her ideal hero had
stepped out from his “castle in the air”
and taken earthly lodgings forever and
ever more.
For a week the^ dream was bright and
undisturbed ; then Con began to feel
uncomfortable.
With the prospect of being married
to one girl in a month, he was hardly
dishonorable enough to propose the
Same course with another; but being
neither very clever nor original, he
couldn’t see the slightest loophole. So
by way of inspiration, perhaps, he
lingered on at Mabel’s side; and she,
poor child, was happy even in the un
certainty.
Of course people talked, as they al
ways do talk ; and some more daring
than the rest, encompassed Con, and
looked unutterable things as they spoke
of Mabel’s parentage.
“ Lives with her father and mother ?
Oh, yes.
But then they don’t happen
to be her father and mother. She' is
their daughter’s daughter; and as to
who was her father—well, we don’t
know, and the Blairs take care to give
us no information.”
Then Con was awfully angry.
He was just young enough to be
quixotic, and, of course, he wanted to
marry her, shame or no shame; to take
his little field daisy to a more luxuriant
soil.
He went up to see her, with a letter
from Emily Cummings in his pocket
and an ominous guilty feeling about
his heart.
“By Jove ! but' this is .a cheering
scrape. Those Cummingses will be
after me like a pack of vultures ; but
alLI know is that I ’ll never have a wife
if I don’t get Mabel Gordon.”
So, with trembling determination, he
went into her presence—pretty Mabel
wuffTier white face upturned and her
wondrous hair falling around her like a
glorious golden cloud.
“I thought you would come,” she
said shyly, the color faintly flushing
her fair cheeks.
And then, though
nature hadn’t made him ■so, Con felt
more utterly foolish than ever.
“As if I could stay away !” he an
swered, half reproachfully ; then added
pathetically, “ At least, until I have to,
for I ’m going away in a day or two.
I suppose Mable had the natural coqnettishness of her "Sex ; but at that
particular moment it deserted her en
tirely. Her eyes wandered down the
road, and she leaned more heavily than
ever against the garden gate.
“ Oh, are you ?” very faint and tremu
lous, she murmured.
“ Yes; but I ’ll oome back again if any
one wants me.”
She stole -one quick glance at him
from under her downcast lids.
“Do you want me, Mabel? : Shall I
o o m e back to you?”
No answer came from the parted lips
but I think he knew she wanted him,,
for, leaning over the garden gate, he
-answered her silence by-saying, “Yery
well, dear, I ’ll i,e back ¡n a very little
while, and you’ll be waiting for me
won’t you
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pled, and looked around on the velvet
It was not very definite, to say the shirk the labor of a man.”
His meditations brought him up in chairs and lounges, in every nook of
least of it.
which he had already ensonced, in
Any other girl would have preferred front of the Cumming’s residence.
fancy,
Mabel’s slender figure; on the
Five
minutes
after
he
was
sitting
in
a more Lucid proposal, but poor little
Mabel had one of those rare natures the dantiest of boudoirs, Emily before softly yielding carpets that he hoped
which are satisfied to give all and take him in the most recherche of French her little feet would press; on the
almost nothing—to love pre-eminently, morning robes, fragrant with the subt heavy silken curtains from between
which he had dreamt of seeing a child
perfectly, and receive in return a trifl lest of French perfumes.
ing meed of affection.
“You look dreadfully tired, -Con. ish face and golden head waiting and
The world doesn’t contain a great Have you been walking very far ?” she watching for him, he did feel very,
many like her, and I for one, am hearti asked, a sweet sympathy perceptible in very badly ; and, after all, I don’t think
her voice, and a tender anxiety in her any of U3 can blame him, although we
ly glad.’
may all have raised supercillious eye
I think the women who hold , their luminous eyes.
brows at the truthful homeliness of the
“ Not particularly far, but I have had
own, and. anything else they can get,
old proverb, “ When poverty comes in
are far more pref'erabp; but then earth bad news; and, as a general thing, that
at the door, love flies out at the .win
and earth’s children must be variegated is more harassing than the mere effort
dow.”
of walking.”
sharp as well as sweet.
After his passion had subsided he
Con had a way of plunging right in wrote to Mabel and, to give him his
Con went home that nignt ecstatical
ly but' guiltily happy, and when he to difficulties, and now he wanted to be due, took infinite comfort in so doing.
reached home he found a letter awaiting over it.
He told her all his misfortunes and
him—a letter from his mother, the
“ Why, what news have you had ? asked if she would in reality become
elder Mrs. Creighton, asking, or I Nothing very serious, I hope.”
his wife;—
told her how he hoped by
should say demanding his instant re
“ Oh, not at a ll! Only, th a t-I’ve lost his own exertions to climb the ladder,
turn.
every penny of the fortune my uncle and asked the aid of her small hands
“Emily is very ill,” she said, “and left m e!”
to. help him in the struggle. Then he
He now noticed with great satisfac stamped the letter and sealed it with
certainly your place should be beside
the lady who in four weeks will becqme tion that her fair face grew very white, the Creighton seal, after which he
your wife. In addition to this, I am and that she, instantly put on an inde went in search of bis mother. She
afraid that some ulterior object causes scribable expression of withdrawal.
was out driving, the servant said, and
“Lost, eh ? Oh, no 1 How ?”
your long delay in that out-af-the-waywould not be home until dinner. So,
“ Oh, in a romantic way, of course. with a feeling of. half relief, he wsa
place. I have heard but totally disbe
lieve, a rumpr of some girl whose pret It seems that my supposed bachelor descending the stairs when the servant
ty (ace has attracted your attentions. uncle was in reality a Benedict, but as called, “I forgot to give you this note,
It floated upon me with some appear his marriage was a secret one, and the Mr. Creighton,-, It was left here about
ance of veracity, and might have trou girl was not of his own social status, five minutes ago.” •
bled me had I not known that I could nobody knew anything about it, so he
Con took it up and glanced care
trust your dignity as being a member told her the ceremony was false, and
lessly at it, a dainty little envelope,
of the’ Creighton family and your hon left her. She died heartbroken, but left
whose delicate address he did not rec
or as being engaged to Emily Cum an heir or heiress, I don’t know which.
ognize, broke the seal, and read :
This child takes the silver spoon out of
mings.”
“ Miss Creighton’s compliments' to
Con crushed the letter in his hand my mouth, and I, as you see, Lose £100,Mr.
Creighton, and desires his immedi
and tried to stare circumstances in the 000 and am ruined. Plain and lucid,
ate
presence
at the “ Grand Hotel.’ ”
face, but circumstances baffled him,and isn’t it ?’’
“ By Jove!” She’ll offer me the post
But Emily didn’t answer; slie_ was
in a state of semi-torture he retired to
grieving over her fallen castles, musing of footman next, I presume. But I ’ll go
his dream-disturbed couch.
The next morning he returned to over her unpaid bills, and wondering to her now, and let her see her mis
London, leaving a little note for Mabel whether her father could stand this take.”
So, in anything but an amiable hu
last stroke of misfortune.
in explanation of his absence.
mor,
he wended his way to her “ imme
Emily Cummings was much better
“ Of course, Emily, I came to you at
diate
presence.” .
once to release you, if you wished,
when he reached the city. ..
“ Miss Creighton-is engaged at pres
Mrs. Creighton greeted him with dig from our engagement. Reared as you
nified pleasure, and poor Con felt as ut have been, I could not expect you to ent, but will be down in five minutes,”
terly mean» and dishonorable as his marry a poor m an; and, indeed, I fear the waiter said. And after he had
most inveterate enemy could have de that, in my changed circumstances, I disappeared, Con began to mutter
something contemptuous about “coun
would be no fit husband for you.”
sired.
Then Emily Cummings showed that, try charms,” etc.
For a week he wandered around in a
Then finding he had to wait he re
very uncomfortable state, and then he girl as she was, she was equal to the
signed himself to a comfortable arm
began to make sudden resolutions.
| occasion.
Standing fully before him, where the chair until a light step sounded in the
“ What a confounded fool I am.lLLhe
soliloquized, as he walked along Piccad light fell directly on the beautiful, hall; until slight figure, clouds of
illy in the most dolorous frame of mind. haughty face and slender graceful fig- golden hair and diaphanous robes of
“I haven’t written a word to poor little gure, she assisted him out of his diffi fleecy gauze, came floating into the
Mabel, and these people are determined culty with an ease and grace that was room ; until a sweet voice cried o u t:
“ Oh, Con,.I am so glad see you I”
to get me married. I ’d better break almost superb.
Then, while he was staring and
“I can readily perceive, Mr. Creigh
my bonds before it’s too late.”
“ Mr. Creighton, I would like to speak ton, that it is your wish that our en wondering, Mabel’s two white hands
gagement should end,and knowing this, were laid in h is; Mabel’s sweet face
with you for a moment, please.”
Con turned with a start and encoun 1 should be the last one to oppose your was upturned to him; Mabel's violet
tered his lawyer, Arthur Gra}', of the inclinations. As regards your loss, I eyes rested upon him, the tender lovesympathize with you sincerely, but I light lurking in their depths.
firm of Gray & Myers, solicitors.
“Mabel, my darling—my own little
“ Certainly, Mr. Gray 1 W hat’s the cannot fail to rejoice that it happened
Mabel,
what does this mean ?"
before I awoke to the fate of an un
business, now ?”
“
Why,
you silly fellow, it means that
“ Rather an unpleasant business, I am' loved wife.”
Pm
your
cousin, Mabel Creighton;
She
paused
for
breath,
and
then,
as
sorryAo say, sir. But will you step in
my office, where I can fully explain ?” Con 9tood in shameful and, it must be and that I ’m gkd, oh 1 so glad, Con,
So Con followed him in, and waited confessed, slightly disgusted silence, that I didn’t take your money never to
to hear what the unpleasant business she went on, “ And now, Mr. Creigh return it. And I ’m gladder still that
ton,* rather than prolong our unpleasant we met before they made this discovery,
might be.
“ You are aware, sir, that your late interview, had we better not say good- and that you loved m'e in spite of what
people skid!”
uncle from whom you inherit your for by ?”
He was so stupefied that he could
So, for the last time, Con went down
tune, died intestate—or, I should say
was thought to have idled intestate— the marble stairs, saying to himself, only manage to say, “ Why, did you
whereupon you were his heir,at law. A “ At any rate, I'stHl have two thousand know what they said ?”
She drew herself up to her fullest
few days since, however, we made what and Mabel.”
He walked along the streets, feeling height and looked him proudly in the
to yon must prove a painful discovery
—viz, the certificate of his marriage his spirits considerably lighter, his face.
“ Certainly I didn’t know it, or I
and a half-drawn-up will, in which he troubled conscience comparatively at
bequeathed all he possessed to his un re s t; but just as he reached his mother’s would have found out the truth and
acknowledged wife, or her children resjdence Gray once more encountered told you all at the time you .asked me
to be waiting your return. I always
should she have any.
After diligent him.
“ Ah, here you are again! The very thought I was grandpapa’s daughter,
inquiries we have discovered that the
late Mrs. Creighton died giving birth fellow I. want ? Your cousin has arrived for you know when my mother died we
to a child, but the child is still living, and is anxious to see you. Could you left the place where I was born and
so, my dear Mr. Creighton, with deep go to her at once ? She is with some went to the village where you met me.”
He began to realize it then, but still
sorrow I must inform yon that you are relatives at the ‘Grand Hotel.’”
Con turned on him, a sulky expres you can imagine th a t he felt rather
awkward.
“ Penniless 1” finished Con, gloomily, sion wreathing his handsome face.
“ And so my little Mabel is the heir
“Look here, Gray ! Isn’t it enough
but with deliberation.
ess?”
he began, by way of prelude ; but
for
a
fellow
to
be
left
penniless,
with
“ Not quite, Mr. Creighton. Your
she
interrupted
him.'
out
making
him
play
lackey
to
the
father left you £2,000, which *^is ’Some
“No, Con, I ’m not; I don’t want
thing, though considerably less than girl th at’s got this money? As you’re
£100,000. Your cousin arrived to-day, so desperately interested, you can tell the money, nor grandpa, nor grandma
my cousin that I am very much engaged does not want it. We were happy be
I believe.”
Poor C on! He didn’t care very to-day, and can’t go to her. If she fore and we can be happy again if----- ”
And then she Stopped, the violet
much if she never arrived ; but he man wishes t6 see ihy mother,!I presume
eyes dropped and Con was himself
aged to get into the street without dis she. can find her.”,
Arthur Gray whistled as he turned again, as he stooped toward her, say
gracefully showing his feelings, and
ing, “Very well, darling ; but I must
then, by way of keeping up the illus his back upon his late client.
He was a young man, and still un take you, too, for’security,”
ion, tried to whistle.
Three months after the security was
But the effect was a miserable failure married so it may be presumed he
for after all, it’s ho. joke to find oneself didn’t feel very badly as he returned paid, and the golden link of •the marri
age tie riveted the agreement forever;
suddenly precipitated from the pinnacle to pay his devoirs to the heiress.
But Con felt far from comfortable as while with smiling serenity Mrs.
of millionaireship.
“ Well, after all, there's one comfort,” he passed the massive portals of his Creighton, senior, looked on, entirely
he said,” returning to his soliloquy; mother’s door, and strode impatiently forgetting her old advocacy of .Emily
“ Emily Cummings won’t want me now down the stately halls that were theirs Cummings and her own aversion toe the
so I lancy I ’ll give herwarrning. Mabel no longer.
little country girl whose “ pretty face”
will take me rich or poor, and I hope
As he stood inside the lofty room had attracted Con’s attentions.
Ah, well! I suppose she is pardon
I ’m not such a miserable coward as to that his imagination had already peo

able; and I wonder, in the universal
joy, if the Mabel Creighton that slept
so peacefully in the village churchyard
knew that her daughter was happy ?
Turning the Tables.
A group of acters stood in the Tfemont house rotunda one evening ex
changing gossip after their respective
performances, when one of them, gazing
at a lithograph of John T. Raymond,
¿the popular comedian, said he was re
minded of a “ little incident.”
,, “I t happened in Baltimore, when
Raymond and I were members, of J. T.
Ford’s stock company at the time the
first gun Was fired at Fort Sumtér. We
had a jolly company, with John as our
comedian, and though we were all over
worked we found time for fun.
“The war excitement ran high in
Baltimore in those days. One night, or
rather one morning, for we had stayed
beyond the stroke of 12 at a favorite
Bohemian haunt and the morning was
breaking, Raymond, Jack Herne, now
of “ Hearts of Oak,” Owen Fawcett
and myself were returning home along
Gay street, when we espied a simple
old German washing out his Saloon,
and quick as a flash an idea for a prac
tical joke entered Raymond’s head.
With a few words to us he entered the
German’s saloon with a brusque, offi
cial manner, and, taking a tape measure
from his pocket, he, with Herne hold
ing the other end, proceeded to meas
ure off the dimensions of the saloon.
The German was mystified, but we
paid not the slightest attention to him.
Finally he begged to be told what we
were doing.
.“ ‘There’s no use making any fuss,’
said Raymond, for we are officials of
the United States government, with
orders to appropriate your property
for an arsenal,’ and he Walked with the
tape-line out into the kitchen and
measeured to the back of the stove.
Thefi the saloon-keeper beoanie wild.
He entreated, prayed, offered bribes,
and set up the drinks, but Raymond
was incorruptible and could not be ca
joled or persuaded out of his purpose.
The German’s' anxiety grew greater
every moment, and finally, when goaded
to frenzy Ay the lacoqic replies of Ray
mond, he rushed frantically’^ up-stairs,
as we thought to call his wife. But
there was desperation in his eyes. A
moment after he returned, but the
tables were about to be turned. He
carried in his hand an old-fashioned
pistol, and was making it ready for
immediate use. Well, I don’t think it
took us two seconds to let him have
the whole saloon all to himself, but he
followed us to the door, and, with a
German oath, discharged the blunder
buss right after Raymond.
Fortun
ately it was loaded with bird shot, but
the yell that John set up when he
caught about six of the pellets in the
back could not have been louder had
he .‘been overtaken by a cannon ball.
The escape Was a lucky one, and fpr
a week Raymond stood up to eat his
.meals- He didn’t attempt any more
practical jokes, either.”— Chicago Mews.
How Cotton is W orked.
Here lié heaps of snowy cotton wool
as it has been opened Oiît of the bales
in which it was carried ncrass the At
lantic. Take up a tuft of the wool and
examine it. The fibers lié in all direc
tions and are apparently fh a state' of
hopeless, entanglement. It is evident
that before they can be formed into a
thread they must be brought to some
thing like parallel order. Accordingly
we find that the first business to which
the cotton spinner applies himself is to
give the fibers the needful parallel ar
rangement. This he does By means of
a machine known as a carding engine.
This consists of a series of drums or
cylinders, covered with fine wire spikes.
As the wool is passed through between
the cylinders the spikes catch the fibers
and draw them straight.
After this
operation has been repeated a sufficient
number of times the wool is drawn off
in the form of a soft rope about the
thickness of one’s finger.
As yet !it
has received no twist, and consequently
has to be dealt with tenderly. The
rope of fibers having been wound upon
large bobbins, is taken to the first of
the series Of spinning machines, by
which it i.s drawn out and slightly
twisted into a cord of about the thick
ness of a quill. This cord is then
passed to another machine, which
draws it out still further, and gives it
some more twist. After it has been
brought to the desired degree of fine
ness by operations such as these, it
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receives the final drawing and twisting
on the spinning mule, a most compli
cated piece of mechanism. So far we
have only got a single j'arn to-ward the
formation of a thread, and we must
follow that yarn to the doubling ma
chine. Before being placed on the ma
chine, however, the yarn has to be
passed rapidly through a gas flame, in
order to burn off the loose ends of
fibre, ■Were this not done the finished
thread would have a rough ‘exterior,
and would not be so easy to deal with.
Two lengths o f'y arn are now twisted
together, and then three of these
double filaments are formed into a
thread. The thread is reeled off into
hanks, and inthat form is either bleach
ed or dyed as may be desired. All
that is now necessary to do is to polish
the thrfead by passing it between rollers
having a peculiar motion, and to wind
it upon the bobbins on which it is sent
to market.
Tried H im a F all.
Just after a “log rolling” *on the
farm of a well known planter, while
some of the young fellows who pride
themselves on their strength1,: were
amusing the older meq by their wrest
ling, a slim fellow, with a brown face
and with one eye a little out of order,
came along, climbed on the fence, and
sat watching the performance. ,
. “ Stranger.” said a stout young man
who had thrown down all his compan
ions. “ won’t you ’light and try me a
fall?” . f
“ I don’t care if I do,” getting down.
“How do you want to wrestle ?” •
“ Grab and fling,” replied the log
roller. He “grabbed” but he did not
“ fling,” for the stranger threw him
without any trouble.
“ I ’ll try you another fall,” said the
log roller. “ This time let’s stand up
and clinch.”
They grappled, and the stranger
yielded every advantage, but the log
roller went down with a thump.
“ Look heali,” exclaimed a powerful
negro man, who stood looking on, “ef
you keeps on er cuttip’ up dem sorter
capers, I ’ll be tempted arter erwhile ter
try yer myse’f.”
“Don’t do it, Nelson,” said a man
who stood near. “ You broke Caleb’s
leg the last time you wrestled, remem
ber.”
“I know dat, sah, but it is er mighty
bard matter ter keep still when I sees
de good work goin’ on. Dar ain’t no
man in Arkansaw an’ eben in ole Ferginny dat can fling me.” ,
“ I ’ll try you a fall,” said the stran
ger.
“ Look heah, white man,.doan progic
wid me, ’ease l aint er gwineter be
’sponsible fur whut’s gwineter happen.
Doan progic wid me, I tell yer. ” 2
,“ 01d man, you can’t wrestle.”
‘‘Fling yer down, sah, jes fur dem
words.’’,.
The stranger allowed the old negro
to get a good hold, and then, in the
twinkling of an astonished eye, slam
med him; on the ground with terrific
force. I t was several minutes before
he made an attempt to get up, and when
he arose, which he did with difficulty,
he said .
, “ Go on, go on, fur yer’s dat steam
man whut I ’se heard so much erbout.
Go on, J tell yer, or I ’ll hit yer wid er
sledge hammer.” j
... “ I ’m not a steam m an,replied the
stranger. “I am Willie, the champion
wrestler of the world.” ,
“ Good day, sah," said the old negro,
climbing the fence. . “ Good day, sah»”
— Arkansaw Traveler.
G reat Rafts.
The Cleveland Press tells the follow
ing : Two of the largest rafts of pine
logs ever brought to this port, and the
only rafts ever brought from Lake Su
perior, lie just outside the breakwater.
One covers about five and the other
eight acres of territory. The largest
raft contained about 3,000,000 feet of
lumber1, and the smallest a little over
2,000,000 feet. There are in both rafts
about 16,000 logs, ranging from 12 to
1.6 feet in length. The rafts left a point
on thè south shore of Lake Superior,
between Grand Marias and Grand Is
land, about 100 miles west of the Sault,
a little more than two weeks ago.
They were made up in two sections
each pearshaped, and inclosed in booms.
Through the rivers the sections were
towed separately, and they also went'
through the rapids in the same shape,
whithout loss or damage. The run is
about one mile in length, and the fall

in the neighborhood of 20 feet. The
entire distance from start to destina
tion is about 600 miles. The run from
Detour was made in 14 days, the aver
age speed being about 1^ miles an hour.
Trapping a Tigress.
She was. captui’ed about nine months
ago, in ohedience to aq order sent to
India by Mr. Reiclie for one of her
kind. A tiger track was found in the
jungle leading to the reedy banks of a
river. A pit about twenty feet deep
was dug in the path and covered over
wit h branches of trees and brushwood.
The natives then concealed themselves,
and at night the tigress, going down to
the water, crashed through the cover
ing, and lay, partially stunned and
wholly helpless at the bottom of the
pit. She was allowed to lie there for a
week. The mouth of the pit was again
closed and for seven days she lived in
darkness without food or wates. Such
treatment very often kills a tiger but it
is tlje only known method of reducing
them from the state of savage frenzy
succeeding their capture to anything
like submission.
When at last the coverings were
again removed the then untamed Fanny
was found to be anything but subdued.
She was, however, weak, and her furi
ous bounds to reach the .mouth of the
pit were short at first, and grew shorter
with every effort. Theii the natives
began to angle for her. It was hard
and dangerous fishing, but slowly
noose after noose was dropped around
her body, her fore legs were drawn
tightly to her sides, and she was pulled
up at last firmly bound and powerless.
Other cords were thrown around her,
and with her feet in the air and her
back down, she was lashed to bamboo
poles, and carried by a score of men to
the place of embarkation. She had
very little life left in her when she was
placed on board ship and dispatched to
Germany.
When she landed in Europe, howeve», she had quite recovered, and Mr.
Reiche, who is living in Germany, was
delighted with her appearance. He
gave her the name of Fanny, and se
cured her passage to America. She is
worth perhaps $3,500.—N. Y. Sun.
T alk W ith Young M inisters.
Many an ordinary sermon has produceed an extraordinary effect by an
impassioned delivery. On the other
band, many an excellent sermon in
thought and construction has failed to
produce an impression, on account of
the dull and monotonous manner of
the speaker. If a man does not inter
est himself, he will never interest his
audience. For several years the late
Dr. J. Addison Alexander, of Prince
ton, attracted great crowds of culti
vated people to listen to his brilliant
and spiritual discourses, which were
delivered with great animation. Later
on in life be delivered the same super
ior sermon in a quiet, hum- drum tone,
and his audience steadily fell off in the
cities where he preached. The change
was not in matter, but in manner..
It is not necessary that a public
speaker be graceful in his manner, in
order to attract and hold an audience.
Some of the most effective speakers,
like Lord Brougham, Dr. Alexander
Duff, and Dr. Candlish, were very awkard in gesture, and violated the can
nons of elocution. But they were in
in tremendous earnest, their arguments
were always red hot with emotion.
Downright earnestness has saved many
a plain, unintellectual discourse, and
given it dignity and power. I once
heard a very able-production read be
fore an audience in a monotonous tone.
Coming out of a house, a gentleman
said to m e: “If Edward N. Kirk had
hold of that address he would have
thrilled an audience.” Dr. Kirk, in the
palmy days of his power, always spoke
from the heart, and, of course, he reach
ed and moved every heart in-the congre
gation. Call it “magnetism,” or what
you will, it is indispensable to the best
effeets in the pulpit or on the.platform.
In my own experience, I have seen a
audience much moved by a discourse,
but another time the same discourse
has1almost fallen dead, and J am con
fident that the difference was more with
me than with my hearers. A minister,
when he is holding forth the Word of
Life ought not only to possess soul
enthusiasm, but to seek for an unction
from the Holy Ghost.

Providence Independent.

under fence, and nearly 200,000 head
of cattle, horses and sheep. This ranch
has been eagerly sought by English,
French and Dutch capitalists, but the
successful competitor is the United
States Land and Investment Company
of Nqw York City, who have jnst con
cluded a purchase at $6,500,000 for the
entire property. The company antici
pate an annual income of nearly $1,500,000 from this source, as the increase of
cattle is about 85 per cent. As an in
dication of a more settled condition of
financial affairs, the manager says that
the company’s first mortgage 6 per
cent bonds are being rapidly sought at
105 and interest, and that the feeling
now shown by American capitalists in
this class of investment property is
growing daily.
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father is now serving out a sentence at
Frankfort for murder I believe. The L A T E S T B A R G A I N ’S
D. C., Dec. 1, 1884.
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of the administration at the appoint best they could from the arid land on
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I was told by a most reliable gentle Extra Bargains at $2.75 and $3.75.
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Men and
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but you can imagine as well as I can man residing at Poor Fork, Harlan
to ¿elect from. HATS and CAPS. Always a full line of
but unless he manages national affairs
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the influence that brought it about. county^ that twenty-five new graves
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as they think best, they will bolt, and
So it seems that it matters not how had been filled in the cemetery. On
DRESS GOODS'.
it will be remembered that they are in
much one may have suffered in his the banks of the Poor Fork, in Letcher
New Dress Cloths at 25 cents.
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facing death in a thousand ways, his either told me or came under m v ob
Finer and Wider 75 cents.
AND BE CONVINCED BY YOURS, VERY TRULY,
claims are not to be weighed against servation, but I cannot just now recall
A bo u t two hundred citizens of Lan
Heavier and Wider 85 cents.
the
influence
of
a
political
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who
them. The people talk about the sub
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caster county went gunning after Abe
affects ruffled shirts and broad wheeled ject a great deal, but I did not see a
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day. Buzzard had secreted himself
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somewhere in the Welsh mountain and sage to Congress on Monday. I t is snobbery, say I.
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year alone.
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the following points as being settled: gression of the pension roll has been coins amounting nearly to $47,000, in to $50.00.
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First, that the public revenues are not anything but in keeping with the na cluding $16,000 in Mexican silver dol Circulare,
from the best New York Manufactur
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that Mr. A. J. Bennett and Mrs. Orpeh
our population. In fact few die, and
ments to be found, but a comparison with our
for the support of the government and none allow themselves to miss the need some polishing to make them o w n m ak e shows plainly the superiority of the
T. Grubb, his widowed aunt, both of
the gradual reduction of the public quarterly pay day. Since 1861, a little passable. The general supposition is w o r k m a n s h ip on ours over the c it y m ad e
goods. Preston, England, came across the sea
debt. Second, That our manufactures, more than a million claims have been that the money was placed there by
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government have attained such gigan
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allowed, and last year we went into an on the Chesapeake Bay by other pi Howard Leopold’s.
pean countries forbid such a union.
tic proportions and whose prosperity outlay of fifty-seven millions of dollars rates, entered the Susquehanna river
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at
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tariff; and that all reductions of import
actual increase of the pension roll was
The Pall Mall Gazette, of London,
duties should be made with a view to nineteen thousand and seventy-eight,
I t is stated that a company is being their ultimate advantage by opening to and the regular steady augmentation England, did not overstate the case
at the lowest prices. Our Ladies’ and Children’s Coats are still selling rapidly.
organized in New York whose purpose them markets from which they are is and has been about one thousand when it said that The New York Inde
It has been the most successful coat season we have ever had.
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The whole number of pensioners who existence.” It is as overwhelming as
prevent embezzlement and defalcations.
monthly or quarterly magazine, with
There is a good deal of practical wis are actually in receipt of pensions is
Here we have something that is deci dom in the foregoing. Will Congress not so large as has often been stated, all the matter in its many departments.
dedly new under the sun, and if pro be able to size itself up to the sugges the aggregate being 322,756, which in Any monthly might indeed be proud if
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perly managed it might do some good. tions made ? We wonder 1
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at that time was on account of heavy Is there any drug which produces death average in the particular neigh publication,
furnishes a m ost valuable encyclopedia e f
wakefulness? Old Wife: No need to borhoods which I have visited. There inform ation which
n o person should be w ithout. The
popularity of the S c ie n t if ic A m er ic a n is such th a t
payments of arrears on pensions. The buy drugs. Sprinkle the floor with
it* circulation nearly equals th a t o f a il oth er .papers o f
P A T E N T S . ANDERSON
& SMITH,
have been many pitiable cases in Har its
class com bined. Price, $3.20 a year. D iscount to
present increase gives no particular tacks.
Solicitors o f U. S. and Foreign Patents, No.
Sold by all newsdealers. M u N N A CO., Pnblan county. Seven people were buried Clubs.
ishers. No. 961 Broadway. N . Y .
700 Seventh Street, cor. G., opp. U. S. Patent
concern to Treasury officials in view of
a. o n m sv ■ m
M ann A Co. have also
RS. L. H. INGRAM,
in one night last week. In the family
Office, Washington, D. C. Correspondence so
m T E N X cL
^
T h ir t y - S e v e n
Cure Guaranteed !
the fact that it is due to natural causes.
A t a cattle fair at Edinburgh a bull of Judge Day, the death of whose
Y e a r s ’ practice belicited. No charge for advice. No fee charged
l a n a____________'by
n i a a . DR.
,c/nn" iirnemmmmmmmmma fore th e Patent Office,
J. B. MAYER, the
unless Patent is allowed. Tleferences, .Lewis
land have prepared more than O n e H u n 
The Treasury surplus to-day is $ 1 4 1 ,- rushed at a woman and, catching her brother I mentioned, there were five
successful specialist. E ase a t once. No opi.-.tJohnson & Co., Bankers, and Postmaster, Wash
d r e d T h o u s a n d applications for pat
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in
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and
foreign
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or
delay
from,
business.
Tested
by hundrt ds
deaths—his wife and four little ones
000, 000.
ington, D. C. Pamphlet of Instructions free.
countries. Caveats, Trade-Marks, Copy
o f cures. Send for circular. Advice Free.
the excited crowd of spectators. The falling a prey to the awful plague. In
rights, A ssig n m en ts, and a ll oth er papers
fo r securing to in v e n to rs th eir rights m th e
Collegeville, Pa.
au21-ly.
* 831 A rch St r e e t , Philadelphia
woman, though half dead with fright, the same locality the deaths have been
RA DIES 1
U nited States, Canada,
England, France,
Germany and o th e r foreign countries, p rep ared
T h e largest cattle ranch in the Uni maintained her position for a consid very numerous. A t the head of Clover
a t short notice and on reasonable terms.
Having had an experience of 15 years at the
' Inform ation as to o b tain in g patents cheerfully
The Fail Styles are now out in Frizzes, Combs, business' I feel confident that I can give entire
ted States under one management is erable distance, and was at Iengbt Fork, Harlan county, and jnst at the
given w ithout charge. Hand-books o f informa
P I J W F Senil Bix cents for Postage, anil ro<fcc. We have a large stock on hand. Plenty of satisfaction to those who will favor me with
tion sen t free. P atents obtained through Munn
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1 lUZJlS.ceive free, a costly. box of goods
foot of Garrison’s Gap crossing, in the
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A Co. are noticed in th e Scientific American free.
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all
the greensward.
She escaped with Black Mountains, lived a family by the persona who wish to dispose o f th eir patenta.
every description. Combings made up and hair t ^
improved and best, system. right away: than anything else in this world. For.
comprises upwards of 800,000 acres, all oply a ff w bruises.
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The husband and £613rQa4w»y, NewYork*
tunes await the workers absolutely sure.
At
15 J5. Main Street," Norristown, Pa
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MORGAN WRIGHT,

KEYSTONE DRY GOODS STORE,

DRY GOODS !
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-COLLEGEVILLE DRUG STO R E.-f
For Pure Drugs and Spiees !
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once address T g y j $ Co., Auguitjij Maine, .

Providence Independent.

The teachers and pupils of Grater’s
Ford public school have organized a
literary society under the n a m e , Grater’s
Ford Grammer School Literary Society.
The meetings are held every Friday
afternoon.

For th e I n d e p e n d e n t .

A Chapter on Bathing.

OUR N O R R IST O W N L E T T E R .

rOR SALE !

P U B L IC S A L E

Although Bathing is a practice o f many cen
N o r r ist o w n , D ec ., 1, 1884
OF
Brick Dwelling House and Saddle Shop in
Graters Ford, Pa. Will be sold at a bargain, and
The spirit of enterprise seems to turies, sanctioned by many nations, and con
l
demned
by
none,
yet
it
is
greatly
neglected
by
the
on easy terms. Apply to A. D. FETTEROLF.
have taken fast hold, of our citizens.
The glory of the day is done.
Real Estate Agent and Conveyancer,
average of American' people.
The ancient Will be sold at Public Sale, on MONDAY,
Thursday, Decem. 4, 1884.
Not
satisfied
with
building
the
street
Collegeville, Pa.
The splendor o f the autumn sun,
Greeks and Romans had public batlis which cost DECEM. 8, 1884, at. Perkiomen Bridge Hotel,
railway and introducing electric lights
ONE OAR
With
sunset’s
crimson
glow,
thousands
of
dollars,
the
athletes
whose
physi
XEKMs 7-$X.25 PER YEAR, IN ADVANCE.
into our town they are now organizing cal powers were a marvel to all the world made ® ^ n »L oad of Fresh Cows with calves, direct
Into twilight vanished slow.
OR RENT,
a new fire: insurance company. The frequent use of those batlis. The ancients most Jg^J^from York county. Good judgment was
in the selection o f this stock, and it
Wra. H. Yerkes, one of the propri
The frosty, leaf-strewn sod I tread.
This paper has a larger circulation
movement has grown out of the heavy noted for science and the arts, had baths con exercised
will be to the interest of purchasers to attend
Large House, with 11 rooms, in Collegeville.
The leaves are rustling, crisp and dead.
losses recently experienced by the mu nected with their public libraries. If the people sale. Sale to commence a t 2 O’clock, p. m.
in this section o f the county than any etors of the Norristown Times was
For further particulars apply to
The evening breeze blows, damp and chill,
married to Miss Emily Hughes, of
Conditions by
H. H. ALLEBACH
tual
fire
insurance
company
of
this
A. D.FETTEROLF.
other paper published. As an adver Bridgeport, on Wednesday evening,last
would use more baths and less drugs, and give
Across the meadow and the hill.
borough, which have/ been lately occa proper attention to sanitary habits in general, J G. Fetterolf, auct.
tising medium the “Independent” ranks week. Shortly after the ceremony the
sioned by the burning of country barns. thus combining the Graeco Roman muscle with
And on the breeze is borne along
R SALE 1
among the most desirable papers, having newly married pair started on a bridal
P U B L IC S A L E OF
A cheering sound of shout and song.
A number of persons residing here,who the American intellect we would soon have a
a large and steadily increasing circula tour to Yirginia.
Ursinus’ sons in chorus sing, are interested in the various companies nobility of manhood as yet unknown. We need
A Productive Farm o f 42 Acres, with all
l
Their joyous notes the echoes bring.
have come to 'th e conclusion that the a reformation by the masses who seem to over
lion in various localities throughout the
necessary modern Improvements in good repair.
Will
be
sold
at
Public
Sale,
on
T
h u r s d a y ,' An excellent meadow ; a large variety of fruit
insurance of barns involves a risk for look the fact that filth breeds disease, and that D e c e m b e r , 4, 1884, at ReifFs Hotel, Rahn Sta
Mrs. Anna Rossiter, a widow lady
From Alma Mater’s halls resound
county.
in prime bearing condition. Will be sold
which they have no adequate equivalent “ cleanliness is next to Godliness.” The beauty tion, 20 Head of Fresh Cows. The majority of trees
living
at
Blue
Bell,
was
taken
sick
The hearty song, the merry round.
on reasonable terms. Apply to
It is the aim o f the editor and pub
and
comfort
of
bathing
can
not
be
over
estima
them
are
fresh,
the
balance
springers.
and
they
propose
to
insure
no
buildings
May joy and gladness e’er attend thee,
while engaged in milking a cow, on
DANIEL YERK, Trappe, Pa.
lisher to make the “ Independent” one o f Saturday evening last.
except in towns having a properly or ted when we take into consideration the fact These cows cannot fail to give entire sat-g y ^ L ,
Thy sons still cherish and defend thee,
She was at
to purchasers, as the subscriber exer
ganized fire department. On Tuesday that on the surface of "an average size person isfaction
the best local and general newspapers once removed to her house, where she
cised a great deal of care in selecting them.
Till thou, my Alma Mater, fair,
p O R SALE.
evening last, a meeting was held and a there are seven millions of pores—all channels Sale at 2 o’clock. Conditions by 1
in the county, or anywhere else, and to died shortly after. Death was the re
Canst fling thy banner to the air
o f intercourse through which life giving and life
AARON
BERNTHEISLER.
temporary
organization
effected
by
And on thy laurels, bright, repose
this end we invite correspondence from sult of a paralytic stroke.
I. H. Johnson, clerk.
choosing John Slingluff President, and destroying atoms are constantly passing—what a L. H. Ingram, auct.
A Small Farm, containing 17 Acres, situate
In triumph over all thy foes.
every section.
___________
near Collegeville, Pa. Good House and sub
Isaac Chism, Esq., Secretary. Consid wonderful power they have in giving thrift and
stantial
Barn.
The land is in a high state of
Thy twilight hour shall fade, at last,
erable interest was manifested and the force to healthy functions, and in combating al ^O T IC E TO GUNNERS !
Solomon K. Grimley, of Upper Sal
cultivation. I Abun<la3ce o f fruit; o f every va
PERKIOMEN RAILROAD.
most
every
known
disease.
Bathing
is
one
of
Thy
cares
and
trials
all
be
past,
prospect of success in the movement is
ford, this county, was recently fined
riety. Also running Water1'on 'premises. Will
And men shall worship from afar,
Notice is hereby given that gunners will not be be sold low. Apply to A. D. FETTEROLF,
very fair. Among those interested may the best, the very best and safest o f all remedies.
We publi.h the following schedule gratuitously $350 by Judge Butler in the District
It
alone
cures
many
diseases
besides
enhancing
When thou shalt rise, a shining star.
allowed to tresspass on the premises of the un
Real Estate Agent, Collegeville, Pa.
for the convenience of our readers.
be mentioned Messrs. Wm. F. Sling
Court, Philadelphia. Grimley pleaded
and that all offenders will be dealt
Passenger trains leave Collegevill Station as guilty to the charge of receiving $300 Collegeville, Pa.
M. W.
luff, John Jamison, George Gust, Wm. and often doubling the effects o f drugs and dersigned,
with
according
to
law
follows :
Upper Providence. pR IV A T E SALE.
P. Cuthberson, Morgan Wright, C. P. other remedies. It has been neglected hereto
Catharine Hildebidle,
for procuring a pension, the legal
fore only for want of the means of appliance,
FOR PHTLA.DELPHI!. AND POINTS SOUTH.
Daniel Fryer,
Weaver,
Christian
Beener,
Albert
Loncharge
being
only
$10.
Thanksgiving
D
ay.
......................................................................6.47 a. in.
which is now so easily and cheaply obtained.
John Wanner,
Will be sold at private sale A Lot containing
gaere and Chas. T. Miller, E9q.
I t Knowlton’s Universal Bath for which A. C. Lan
Accommodation........................................8.07 a. m.
Davis Raudenbush,
1 acre and 56 perches of land, with substantial
The
day
appointed
for
thanksgiving
looks
as
if
the
the
new
company
would
M. R. Schrack,
house and barn and all other necessary improve
Market.........................................................\ f n P- mdes, Yerkes, Pa., has secured the agency,-is
Mr. and Mrs. Levi Reiner, of Lower was observed in the usual manner in be formed in a very short time.
M. B. Schrack,
Accomodation................
P* ra*
ments, in Lower Providence township, on road
meeting the wants o f the people in particular.
Providence,
were
recently
surprised
by
Josiah
Prizer,
le’
a ding from Markley’s mill to the Germantown
FOR ALLENTOW N AND PO IN TS NORTH AND W EST.
this section of the world’s territory.
The matrimonial feveis seems to have It is more than a substitute! for a full set o f all
John
H.
Casselberry,
pike.
A variety o f fruit trees on the premises.
Mail..............................................................H I s - m- a large number of neighbors and friends Some people made a holiday of it, struck our journalists in a surprising other portable baths in ‘ use. The fact should
Frank Brunst,
This is à desirable property and will be sold*on
Accomodation..................................................... a* m* who gathered at the residence of Mr. others worked because they had to
John Poley,
very reasonable terms. Call on or,address,
manner.
The weddings of Messrs. not be overlooked that as a rule, in any house,
Market........................................................ 3.13 p. in. John Reiff before storming the Reiner
Harry Evans,
work, and some more labored because Edwin Kneule and R. P. L. Reiffsny- there is at all times some one room which can be
JOHN A. GOULDY, Lower Providence, Pa.
Accommodation.......... ....................................... P* ra*
Ann
Rittenhouse,
*
Mansion. A large table was loaded they wanted to.
Nearly everybody der, both connected with the Register spared from other purposes,long enough for one
SUNDAYS— SOUTH.
Jacob Garber,
M ilk........................................
a. m. with the choicest eatables, to which enjoyed a feast in proportion to their are announced to take place soon. Prob to take a bath in ; hence, With this Bath which
J. K. Harley,
D R H ATE SALE !
takes so little water and is so easily manipula
Accomodation.................... - .................... P* m*
about eighty-one friends did justice.
D. H . Grubb,
stomachical capacities.
ably
a
spirit
of
rivalry
induced
Mr.
ted
a
special
bath
room
seems
unnecessary.
In
Charles
Tyson,
N ORTH.
Will be sold at Private Sale a small Farm con
it is both bath and bath room, and it is
H. D. Bechtel,
Accommodation..................................... 9.83 a. m.
Appropriate religious services were Wm. H. Yerkes, editor and one of the result
taining 11%. apreg, more or less, located in Up
asserted,
without
fear
o
f
contradiction,
that
for
Lower
Providence.
Dh
H.
Casselberry,
proprietors
of
the
Times
to.
enter
into
Milk.............................................................. 5 5 3 P- mThere was a ratification meeting and held in St. Luke’s Reformed church,
per Providence,, township, one mile east of
bathing purposes, whether in a bath room or
Henry Keyser,
Trappe, adjoining lands of David Tyson, Perciparade at Swamp, this county, last Trappe, at 10 a. m. Rev. J. H. Hen the conjugal state before either of the elsewhere, there is no metallic vessel that can
Isaac Z. Reiner,
val Dewees and Frank Ruth. The land Is in a
West Perkiomen.
t ^ - A U communications, business or Saturday afternoon and evening. Cleve dricks, pastor of Trinity church this others. For on Wednesday evening compare with it. To say the least we are confi
A Rahn, Jr.,
good state o f cultivation and productive. The
dent it furnishes better conveniences fdr bathing
D. G. Landis,
buildings ate good ; all necessary improvements.
otherwise, transmitted to us through the land and Hendricks clubs from Limer place, delivered an interesting and prac last, he was married to Miss E. Irene purposes than can be obtained by anything else
East Perkiomen.
Isaac Alderfer,
There are a variety of fruit trees in prime bear
use, not excepting the well-fitted bath room
John C . Keyser,
mails, to receive immediate attention, ick, Pennsburg, and other places par tical discourse. The choir rendered Hughes, daughter of Nathan R.Hughes in
ing condition on the premises. Will be sold on
late of Bridgeport, deceased.
The which costs ten times as much.
ticipated. Sammy, the U. S. mail car
reasonable terms. For further particulars call
must be directed to Collegeville, P. 0., rier between Collegeville and Boyer- choice music.
ceremony took place at six o’clock at
on the owner,
LANCHFORD’S ANNUAL
STROUD P. SPEAR, Sr ., Trappe, Pa.
hereafter.
The
oyster
supper,
under
the
auspi
the
residence
of
the
brides
mother,
and
town, says the afternoon exercises were
B
Philadelphia Produce Market
.
SALE
OF
ces of the Young People’s Association, was performed by. Rev. A. A. Marple
immense.
F loor.
A large
in Masonic Hall, Thanksgiving evening rector of Swedes’ Church.
EAL ESTATE
Home Flash es and Stray Sparks
R
was a highly creditable affair through number of guests were present and Pennsylvania Extra Family
8 25 @ 3 50
The members of thè Limerick Square out. The hall was nicely fitted up, the after the usual congratulations; to the Western Extra
2 75 @ 3 25
From Abroad.
A t private sale by JosephC. Johnson, Provi
Will be sold at Public Sale, at Blanchford’s
Cornet Band are making active prepar oysters were “done up” in styles to suit happy couple,, were served with an Rye Flour
@ 3 75
Carriage Manufactory, Collegeville, Pa., on dence' Square, Montg. Co., Pa. Part oi the
ations
for
the
Fair
to
be
held
in
Brenformer
Real Estate of Jesse Johnson, deceased,
The presents were
. —We say—the weather was just
various tastes, the waitresses were dis elegant supper.
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 6, ’84, a. lot of
6-RAIN.
The land is in a
dlinger’s Hall,beginning Saturday even posed to be painstaking in the discharge both numerous and valuable. About
Sleighsr—i^ortlaiid and Albany Cutters—finished containing about 40 acres.
splendid, Tuesday.
@ 89
in the latest style.
New jump-seat Carriage. good state of cultivation, well watered and
ing, December 6, and to continue until of their duties,—and wore smiling ten o’clock in the evening Mr. and Mrs. New Red Wheat
42 @
46^ 3 New Brewster Side Bar Top Buggies. Two- fenced. A good stone house containing 9 rooms
Corn
_They say—it makes an amount of December 20. The boys deserve the countenances.
The attendance was Yerkes left for a wedding journey to Oats
84 @
horse Farm Wagon, secondh and; one-horse besides cellar and garret. , Stone barn 45x56
64 @ 65
difference where you eat your oysters! patronage of their friends, and we hope good, and the receipts of the evening the south.
Lot Wagon, second-hand. Several second-hand nearly new, with stabling for 11 cows and 5
Rye
Top Buggies. Don’t miss a good .bargain. Sale horses. Water at house and barn ; good cave
the fair will prove to be a success finan when compared with the accounts of
On the same day as the above Thom
and other necessary outbuildings. Fruit plenti*
at 2% o’clock. ’Conditions by
SEEDS.
—In the matter of hats—style and cially.
expense indicated a balance in favor of as J. Shepherd, a real estate agent re
L. H. Inpram, auct.
W. H. BLANCHFORD. ful In variety and kind, with many trees not yet
7;
in bearing condition.
Conveniences unsur
Clover
m
»
color—the college boys have the floor.
siding in Norristown, and formerly of Flaxseed
the Association.
@ 1 44
passed, 'X mile from post office, store, smith and
Upper
Providence,
was
married
to
Miss
1
45
@
1
5
0
Timothy
wheelwright
shops,
K
mile
from creamery and
Dr. J. W. T. Miller of Vincent, Ches
—As editor of a College paper our
mill, 2 miles from Collegeville station, Perkio
Lula M. Pyle, of Kennett Square,
ter
county,
has
entered
suit
in
the
Open
Meeting.
men R. R., 7 miles from Norristown. Terms
portly friend J. B. May is a rattling ro
Chester county.
The wedding was
p r o v is io n s .
courts of this county against the Royeasy. Call and see the property before pur
manticist.
Friday
evening,
November
28,
the
performed
by
Friends’
ceremony
at
the
chasing elsewhere.
J , C. JOHNSON.
ersford Bridge Company for injuries
16 00 @17 00
Mess Pork
Zwinglian
Literary
Society
of
Ursinus
@14
00
. 13 50
residence
of
the
bride.
A
large
num
Mess
Beef
inflicted
last
July,
when
his
horse
—William Steinmetz has sold his ho
15 00 @16 00
College, held an open meeting in the ber of guests were present from Nor Dried Beef
------ T R A P P E , P A ------OR SALE !
tel property at Harleysville Montgom ran away and jumped off an abutment college chapel. The night was very ristown, Philadelphia and Chester co. Beef Hams
21 00 @21 50
12
on
the
Montgomery
county
side.
To
@
13
Hams
ery county, to Abraham EL. Ziegler,
disagreeable,
but
in
spite
of
rain,
mud,
12
UK@
Sides
merchant of the same place, for $13,- save his life he sprang from the car and darkness, a fair audience assembled. The newly united couple also took a Shoulders
d
8 %@
tour in the south.
STOVES and HARNESS I
riage and in doing so he claims to have
00(h
Shoulders
1%
The Norristown Skating Rink still Pickled
@ 8 50
received injuries seriously affecting his The following programme was rendered
Lard
The
subscriber having introduced a steam
in
an
excellent
manner
:
Essay
:
Cour
continues to be the greatest attraction
—“ Will the roses bloom again ?” cer bodily health.
heater into his. dwelling, will sell at private sale
tesy,
Harry
E
K
ratz;
Declamation
;
Philadelphia
Hay
Market.
of
the
town.
On
Thanksgiving
day
four second hand stoves, as follows :
tainly. Will the flowers of springtime
Bernardo Del Corpio, Geo. H. Miller; the attendance was unusually large, all
Large Morning Glory Heater,
fill the air with sweet perfume ? No
P
h
il
a
d
e
l
p
h
ia
,
Oct.
22,1884.
Medium “
“
“
doubt about it. And will “ we” all go From Our Trappe Correspondent. Music, Quintette,—Friendship, Love the skates being in use morning, after
Large
“
“
Stove,
and Song ; Essay : Uncertainty of Life noon and evening. The young people Prime Timothy Hay per 100 pounds 85@ 95
Medium
“
“
“
to the next oyster supper up town ?
In this enlightened age of the world
Mixed
“
“
70@ 85
Also B collars, 2 sets of Harness and traces,
Probably, unless directions to the con and with all the societies and organi W. H. Sliep; Declamation : Lady of Norristown are perfectly delighted Straw per 100 pounds,
1
00@1
10
saddle and bridle, all in good condition,
Yeardlies’ Guest, G. M. Krause; Music, with the pleasant and exhilerating ex
trary are issued.
zations formed for the careful protec Duet,—Drift my Bark ; Essay : College ercise of roller skating. It is certainly
FRANK M. HOBSON. Philadelphia Cattle Market.
tion of animals, it is surprising to a
MANUFACTURER AND WHOLESALE AND Freeland, Sept., 25.
—An original poem from “ M. W .” person living in such a small village as Life, Calvin 0. Derr; Declamation, rare fun alike to the skaters and look
Beef cattle were a fraction lower. 3000 head
RETAIL DEALER IN
A new comer proud of his arrived
is published in another column. I t is this to see the amount of reckless driv Death of Alexander Hamilton, D. C. ers-on.
and sold at the different yards at Saßj^c.
F a ll and W in te r
an excellent production.
Our poetess ing there is on one Sunday. A week Murtha ; Music—the Mariners—a trio; knowledge of skating on ice, will enter per lb., the latter rate for choice.
Oration,
Living
for
self,
A.
J.
Kern
;
the
rink
procure
a
pair
of
skates
and
will please proceed to the head of the or two ago two young men, who had
Sheep were a fraction higher. 12,000.head ar
Reading of the Ursinus Review, J. B. furnish amusement for the crowd. He
and sold at the different yards at 2 a 5c.,
class.
evidently hired a livery team presented May; Music, Good Night Song,—a finds he can stand on the rollers with rived
and lambs at 3 a 6j^c. per pound, according to
a
shocking
spectacle
to
any
one
who
Quintette. The mussicians were Misses ease, then filled with conceit he strikes condition.
—On Wednesday evening Henry
Chewing and Smoking Tobacco, pipes &c.,
Hogs were a fraction lower. 6800 head arrived
Groff, living near Perkiomenville, fell chanced to see them go. They drove Marne T. Kratz and H. Anna Ritten- out like the rest. Well, no ; not exact
sold at the different yards at 5% a 7c. per A ll orders Promptly filled at the lowest prices.
into an empty well about fifteen feet the poor beast at hi9 utmost speed, and house; Messrs. C. E. Wehler, H. A. ly like the rest. His arms are flourish and
at the same time beating him most un Bomberger, and D. C. Murtha. All ed like flails and somehow his feet both pound.
deep, breaking an arm.
mercifully. The horse’s mouth, and the performers deserve credit for the move from under him. The force with
I hereby announce to my friends and the pub
—A concert will be given at St.John’s breast were covered with bloody foam. excellent manner with which they ac which he strikes the floor takes all the
lic that I am prepared to meet the demands of
Lutheran Church, Centre Square, on It is a shame and at the same time a quitted themselves. Mr. Kern’s ora the conceit out of him, and when he
my patrons during the fall and winter season,
and that I have a well selected stock^of Fall
Saturday evening next by the “Strohl great sin to treat an innocent animal in tion was well written and delivered in again regains an erect posture he is
and
Winter
Family” for the benefit of the church. such a manner. Where are our socie the spirit of the true orator. The Re very careful to preserve his equilibri
ties for the prevention of cruelty to view contained gems of poetry and um. I t does not take long to acquire
of New York, is acknowledged to he what the
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tion, combined with contentment, I
have known to be obtained hi this man
G R A T E R ’S F O R D , P A ,
CARPET WEAVER,
Estimates made for work and contracts taken. ner. If the parents did not themselves
EXECUTED
P E R K IO M E N B R ID G E .
All work promptly done in a satisfactory manner: enjoy the pursuits of the boys, they did
450-478
Royersford,
Montgomery
Co.
Pa.
not discourage them if their efforts
Rag Carpet woven to order in any style desired.
'-*-v-wRernember that yon will find the--*-v~
Satisfaction guaranteed. Good Rag Carpet for Housekeepers, Young and Old, if you desire to
would announce to my friends and the public,
were praiseworthy. Every boy, too
PDW ARD DAVID,
save money visit my
sale at reasonable prices.
that I am now prepared to furnish all kinds of
has a feeling that he wants something
Marble Work, at reasonable prices.
PAINTER and P A P B M A N aB R , of his own—a garden, a horse, a few S T Y L E S CO RREC T,
sheep, a carriage, a little library, of
COLLEGEVILLE PA.
L A R G E S T A SSO R T M E N T ,
which he has full possession.
On Road leading from Slcippackville to CollcgeOf Italian or American Marble. or Granite, in
-IN THE—
Orders promptly attended to. Can do any kind
ville, 1% miles from the former places
the
finest
and
latest
designs.
T
H
E
L
0
W
ES
T
P
R
IC
E
S,
The
importance
of
encouraging
the
o f work in the line of painting, graining, and
paper-hanging, satisfactorily. Estimates cheer boys, of giving them a frequent holi—AT—
fully* furnished upon application.
A ll Hinds ol N sw and Second*
dey, of conversing with them as if you
JO H N MILLER,
were once a boy,1of making, home at R. M. R O Q T ’S H AT, C A P , For Enclosing Burial Lots, o f different descrip
Hand Furniture
tions. Particular, attention paid to Mar
tractive inside and out, in short, of
ble Work, for the bases of
And M ens’ Furnishing
Manufactured from the best wheat by the most At the Very Lowest Prices,
making home attractive.inside and out
B U IL D IN G S , S T E P S , S I L L S , E T C ., E T C .
Improved Facilities.
T A I L O R .
BEST
MANNER
in short, of making them feel as if
Store..
%
Chamber Suits,
■
Cottage Suits
TRAPPE, PA.
All work Guaranteed to give Satisfaction, and
Parlor Suits,
Lounges,
something depends upon them, are sub
Quality Guaranteed. Lowest Market Prices.
put up in a workmanlike manner. Any design
8uits cut and made to order in accordance with
315 H IG H S T R E E T , Pottstow n,Pa. furnished desired on Monuments or Tombstones.
Bedsteads,
Mattresses,
latest styles, or in any style that may be desired. jects often enough discussed. But is it
Beef Springs, r Marpb ÿop Tables,
Work can be seen at the yard, or the different
Always on hand a full Stock of
Fits guaranteed. Good work. Reasonable prices.
Extensive
Tables,
*
Cemeteries
in
the
neighborhood,
that
has
been
necessary that all farmers’ boys should
{¿9~C*tmpaigB .Outjfits, furnished to Political turned out at the E n t e r p r is e W o r k s . Call and
Dining and Breakfast Tables,
CORN,
Clubs
at
1
ps
6
than
Philadelphia
prices.
become farmers ? Or, is it indeed, the
gAMUE L P. SHANTZ.
Book-Cases, r
Bureaus,
see me, and get prices. ji My expenses are low;
OATS,
Side Boards,
Sink's,
therefore I,ca n sell accordingly.
My motto:
best thing for agriculture that they
BRAN,
All
kinds
of
_
Chairs* &e.
“ Low price* and f a i t dealings,
All
kinds
o
f
second-hand
Furniture.
MIDDLINGS,
should do so ? Leaving out those who
R
K
S
P
E
C
T
F
u
tl
%
Carpenter and Builder.
RYE BRAN,
have a natural dislike for the farm, it is
Old furniture taken in exchange for new, such
LINSEED MEAL, &c. as corner cupboards, casés o f drawers, desks,
HAHN 8RATION, PA.
evident that farming itself would be the
high case clocks, wardrobes, <fec. Books bought
Contractor for all kinds o f Carpenter Work. loser if none of its sons followed the
June 8-ly.
tSTLOWEST CASH PRICES.
and sold printed by Christopher Sauer. You are
No pains spared to give satisfaction.
welcome to come and examine my goodsrwhether
law or science. The farmer’s boy always
you purchase or tioU
MRS* L. H. INGRAM,
PER POUND.
Good, clear Wheat received at all times.
CUNDAY PAPERS.
carries with him sympathy and love for
G eo. D. D etw iler.
J. K . L A N D B S .
Being himself out of the
■The different Philadelphia Sunday papers will the farm.
T
A
&
B
O
P
E
;
be delivered to those wishing to purchase along profession, he wields a greater influence
the line of Collegeville, Freeland and Trappe,
C ollegeville, Pa.
in behalf of agriculture than a farmer
every Sunday raprning,
For tying eornfqdder> 8 cents per pound.
SUBSCRIBE FOR THE
of
equal
ability.';’
The
rights
of
far
HENRY YOST,
Having had an experience of 15 years at the
B A N K E R S ,
Upper Providence Square Pa.,
biisiiless Ï feel confident that I can give entire
ews Agent,
Collegeville. mers would receive much less attention
3
lb.
B
a
r
o
f
Soap
satisfaction to those ?who will favor me with
N orristow n, Pa.
than they do, if the occupation had no
their orders. Cutting and fitting done accord
H. RINGLER,
ing
to.
the
latest
improved
and
best,
system.
with
silver-plated
napkin
ring,
tea
or
table
friends outside its own community. An spoon or knife and fork, at the choice of the I am thankful for past favors and hope to merit
[Successor to Jos. G. Gotwals]
influential man in sympathy with the purchaser,—25 cents.
continued patronage. >• a ?f
Practical Horse Shoer,
Interest P aid on Deposits.
One mile east o f TRAPPE, Pa.
All kinds of farm, be his occupation what it may, is
blacksmith work done in a satisfactory manner. a wonderful prop to the agricultural
M ONEY TO LOAN.
interests of any country. We should,
M N. BARNDT,
and
in the same manner, expect more science in kits and ^ bariels. Good Rio Coffee, 15
B O U G H T A N D SO L D .
of direct benefit to the farmer from cents per pound.
scientists bred upon the farm
Agri
Is prepared to sharpen M ill Picks and facing
—— .C A L L A T T H E :—
culture
is
so
composite
in
its
nature,
its
hammers, and all kinds of edge tools.
Always
on hand new mill picks and facing hammers. sympathies and resources are so many
TRAPPE, PA.
The undersigned takes pleasure in announcMowing machines and Sewing machines repaired.
| Ing to the public that he is prepared to fill all
Lowest cash prices.
481—487.
and so varied, that it- draws support
orders for Harness at short notice and at reasonTATE NOTICE.
from many diverse sources, and- upon
! able prices. GOOD MATERIAL and WORKWhere you will find a large supply of
0 0 AL!
j MANSHIP. A full stock of
the extent to which it can control these
Estate o f Win. H. Fenstermaeher, late of
|
B
L
A
N
K
E
T
S
,
One of the best Local, Family and General
CHOICE FAMILY FLOUR,
I am prepared to sell at my Fertilizing Works, sources depend its power and influence. Upper Providence township, Montgomery county
TO P-C O VE R S,
newspapers published.
Now is the time to
near Limerick Station, First-class Coal from 25
deceased.
Notice is hereby given that letters
subscribe.
IM P R 0 V E D C O L LA R S,
to 50 cents less per ton gross weight, than it can — L.H.Railey,Jr.,in American Cultiva testamentary upon said estate have been granted
Corn, Oats, Wheat
be bought elsewhere, and I am prepared to de tor.
j W H IP S , dee., dee.
to the undersigned.
All persons indebted to
liver the same, i f required.
Office at hi» residence, nearly opposite Masonic
Hall.

M iff's Patent Leiel Treai

Grist and Merchant
Mill

Family Flour,
Superfine Flour,

- L A R G E S T STOCK OP-

Gristock &Vanderslice,

W ETZEL,

J W

J T O

J

C A L IC O E S ,
N O T IO N S.

FLO U R,

W M . J . TH O M PSO N,

BOOTS and SHOES

JOB PRINTING

EXTRAORDINARY

EMTEEPEISE

Ve ¿re Neier DsiersoU !

MARBLE WORKS!

Yerkes Station Mills. Furniture Ware-Eooms,

Paten Pines S train
a i Fancy Family Flour,

GALVANIZED RAILINGS,

GRANULATED

SUGAR, 7 CENTS

-AT THIS OFFICE-

D. Theo. Buckwalter.

Harness Emporium, J. M. Albertson & Sons.,

JOHN G. DETIILER Prpietff.

“PROVIDENCE

Very Nice Mackeral

STOCKS

Rata Station, ImM dp F. 0. Pa,

H. CL STYER,

INDEPENDENT’

Yeries Grain,Floor,Feed & M i t !

Es

JACOB TRINLEY.

piA N O S
Tuned. Pianos, organs, and all other musi
cal instruments repaired in a satisfactory manner.
Also Teacher o f music.
FREDERICK LF.ITSCH,
Grater’s Ford, Pa.

north Wales Academy
----- a n d -----

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS.
THE FIRST TERM OF THE FIFTEENTH
YEAR WILL OPEN

Monday, September 8 , 1 8 8 4 .
Thorough Preparation for College, Business, or
Teaching. Teachers o f experience, and all of
whom are graduates. Moderate terms. Send
for our new catalogues.

S. U, B R U N E R , Principal.

W INTER CARE OF SHEEP.
“The winter care of the flock,” says
the Pittsburg Stockman, “is where
many new sheep men make mistakes.
It is no trouble to keep sheep through
the summer, but often inexperienced
flock masters lose half their flock in a
single winter. The reason of this is
either carelessness or ignorance of the
nature aud requirements of the sheep.
The most successful winter care of
sheep cannot be undertaken without
suitable stabling. This is the first great
requisite. There is no use trying to
keep a sheep thriving, and at the same
time have its temperature down toward
zero. Then, after seeing that you have
sufficient shelter for your sheep, the
next raos$ important tiling is to see that

said estate are requested to make immediate
payment and those having legal claims against
the same are requested to present them duly
authenticated for settlement to
DANIEL G. FEN8TERMACHER,
Collegeville P. O., Pa.
Executor.

Cure Guaranteed !
by DR. J. B. MAYER, the
successful specialist. E a se at once. No opera
tion or delay fr o m business. Tested by hundri ds
o f cures. Send for circular. Advice Free.
au21-ly.
831 A r c h S t r e e t , Philadelphia

RUPTURE

p p l y P Send six eents for postage, and re1 iilZjIll.ueive free, a costly box! o f broods
which will help all, o f either sex, to more money
right away than anything else in this world. For
tunes aw ait the workers absolutely sure.
At
ouce address True
August a, Maine.

A

ANDERSON
& SMITH,
Solicitors o f U. S. and Foreign Patents, No..
700 Seventh Street, cor. G., opp. U. S. Patent
Office, Washington, D. C. Correspondence so
licited. No charge for advice. No fee charged
unless Patent is allowed. References, Lewis
Johnson &Co., Bankers, and Postmaster, Wash
ington, D. C. Pamphlet of Instructions free.

PA TEN TS.

BOKDS

All kinds o f Harness Oil, and a supply o f all
kinds o f goods pertaining to the business.
Repairing done In the best manner. Satisfac
tion guaranteed to all.

COLLEGEVILLE

HEALTH RESTORING PILLS.
Will-aid the Liver t o perform its proper functions.

Will assist nature to throw <-ff all impurities.
Will save you many aches and sleepless nights.
Will save you large doctors’ bills.
Will cure Dyspepsia, Liver Complaint, Head
ache, Pimples, Blotches, and oil diseases arising
lrom a torpid Liver and impure blood. These Pills
are strictly vegetable, and produce a natural
evacuation of the bowels without pain, nausea, or
costiveness, effects which follow the use of most
other purges. One trial will convince you that
they will do all that is claimed for them.
PRICE, 25 CENTS,

B A

K

E R

Y

!

In addition to the above, a full stock of Lubri
cating and Machine Oils, Coal and Headlight
Oil. Also cigars and Tobacco.

John G. Detwiler.

J. H. RICHARD, Prop’r.
Fresh

Bi^ad, Rolls & c.,
EVERY MORNING.

C O L L E G E V IL L E
A R R IA G E

jiV oR K S !

Special Bargains in Jump-Seat, Brewster SideBar and Limken Side-Bar

Corn Meal, Bran, Middlings,
..Linseed Meal, Sugar«corn Feed,
H O M IN Y F E E D M E A L ,

M A L T SPR O U TS, See.
Having the latest most improved and co n v en 
ient facilities for handling feed with the laeaet
possible cost. , I,am enabled to defy eompelitfo t
in the sale of all kinds o f feeA and grain, wiil
not be undersold by anyone. t3F“A]so a lar
and well selected stock of the best L E H IG H
and S C H U Y L K IL L COAL.

A . C. L A N D E S .
0A D IE S !

IC E C R E A M !
Different flavors, during the Season now open
ed. Parties, Pic-Nics and weddings supplied at
short notice, on reasonable terms.

and Screanings.

Now on hand. Best material, best work
manship, lowest prices.
W.# H. BLANCHFORD,
-J
.Collegeville, Pa,

The Fall Styles are How out in Frizzes, C'oinlis,
&c- We have a large stoek.qn hand. Plentv o f
good and cheap Switches. Nets and pins o f
every description. Combings made up and hair
bought,
E. M. AUGE,
16 E, Main Street, Norristown, Fa

